A mathematical model is presented to determine large message throughput utilizing Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC} protocol in local or long haul networks. The model includes provisions for wait time which includes processor service times, plus satellite and/or land based propagation delays. Other inputs include the probability of ACK/NAK timeout, block size, and assumed bit error rate.
I NTROOUCTI ON
SDLC is one of the more common network protocols available. One of its uses is with local or longhaul terrestrial communication networks. Transmission of data via a Communication Satellite using SOLS protocol is another application. Although modulo 8 SDLC is not the most efficient protocol for a Comsat link, it is more efficient than Bisynchronous Communication (BSC) protocol. More efficient protocols from a throughput standpoint are those which facilitate a greater number of frames per block such as modulo 128, and require retransmission of only those frames in error. The improved throughput e ffi ci ency usually is obtai ned at the expense of a more complex protocol with additional overhead. Modulo 128 has been available for the 3725 communications controller since June 29, 1984 . It is considered appropriate to develop algorithms which can be utilized with Simulation models of SDLC or BSC protocols. The techniques used in this analysis may prove beneficial in developing mathematical models for other protocols of interest.
ASSUMPTIONS
• Bit errors are random, rather than "bursty" as they actually occur. This assumption will produce conservative results.
• t1aximum frames per b 1 ock may be set from 1 to 7 inclusive for modulo 8 analysis. The algorithms may be appropriately modified to faci 1 i tate other modulos, such as modulo 128.
• "Nominal" frame size for this analysis is 1024 bytes. The first frame of the SDLC block of this analysis will contain 977 bytes of message content and 11 bytes of overhead. Subsequent frames of each block will contain 1024 bytes of message content and 7 bytes of overhead.
• Messages are sent vi a a 3705 Communication Controller over a 56 kilobaud Communication Satellite channel to a 3271 dumb terminal.
• Size of acknowledgment frame is 11 bytes.
• On receipt of a negative acknowledgment (NAKJK}, the retransmission will consist of the frame in error plus all remaining frames of the block. For example, when using a 7-frame block size, a NAK75 would result in frames 5, 6, and 7 being retransmitted. In the event of more than one bad frame per block, retransmission will be requested starting with the lowest numbered bad frame.
• Round trip propagation delay of 540 milliseconds plus a mean service time of 260 milliseconds constitutes the wait time contribution to wasted bandwidth. This value of service time may be too large for most applications, and will, therefore, produce conservative results in this analysis.
• Unlimited retransmissions on request (NAKJK's).
In reality, a maximum number of attempts may be specified.
• Undetected errors as a function of the CRC polynomial utilized is not considered in this analysis.
• No network or equipment contention. The only factors affecting transmission time are transmission frequency, propagation delay, mean service time, and retransmissions due to bit errors or timeout as defined herein.
• Impact of SDLC zero bit insertion algorithm is negligible. This implies that the occurrence of a 01111110 bit pattern imbedded in the message content is minimal or non-existent.
• Partial frames not considered in this analysis.
• Analysis based on large, multimegabyte messages.
ANALYSIS
The message bloclk and frame structure described in the Assumptions will be used for this analysis. The key variables which influence message transmission efficiency are:
• Frame size of first and subsequent frames of block.
• Frame overhead of first and subsequent frames of block.
• Maximum frames per block considered (up to 7)
• ACK/NAK frame size
Bit error rate
• l~ait time (equals propagation delays plus service times)
• Probability of timeout
The channel capacity is assumed to be 56 kilobaud for the examples considered herein since this is the highest channel capacity normally available for colllllercial terrestrial communications use, and will facilitate direct comparison at the same frequency to illustrate the degrading effect of propagation delay for satellite transmissions.
Message transmission efficiency, for this analysis, equals the time required for error free continuous transmission ot' the referenced message without overhead, serv·ice times, or propagation delays divided by the calculated time to transmit the message with the specified overhead, service time, propagation delay, bit error rate, and protocol assumptions. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of a large message composed of many single frame message blocks, such as IM =INPUT MESSAGE u~ed with BSG protocol, being transmitted originally ( 1 nput stage), and then defectively ttansmi tted blo~k~ being retransmitted indefinitely with as many add1t1onal stages as required to obtain a completely correct output message which must equal the input message. In reality, each stage is the same portion of a communication network, but repeated stages as illustrated help visual-ize the process and the e~quati on derivation.
E:qua~ion (1) states that the output message equals tt~e 1nput me!;sage times a function of the probability c1f a successful message transmission and the l~t·oba?i 1 ity ,,f an unsuccessful message transmission. lquat1on (1) reduces to equation (2), which contains <I portion (in parentheses) of one of the Maclaurin r~ower Seri,~s.
Equation
represents the ·~ nput/output transfer function of the network, and · 1 ncl udes the closed equation form of the referenced i'ower Series. The value of equation (3) must always equal l, providing the probability of success plus the probability of failure equals 1. This is true for the single frame block fonnat of BSC protocol as well as multHrame block protocols such as SDLC. '
It is observ1~d that equation (3) resembles the clos<>d 1 oop output/input transfer functf on of a feedba~k ~mplifier; name~y, ~· = Eo'/Es = A/(1-AB), where A' 1s the closed c1rcu1t gain, Eo' is the closed circuit output, Es is the input, A is the open circuit gain ~nd B is ~he p~rtion of the output which is fed back 1nto the 1nput 1n the closed loop configuration.
Equ~tion (4) represents the total expected number of equ1valent complete message transmissions including retransmissions. Equation (5) represents the expected number of equivalent complete retransmissions required to obtain exactly one good output message identical to the input message. Equations (li) and (7) are defined by inspection of Figure 2 . Equation (8) Equ.~tion (9) is derived by realizing that equation (8) must equal 1 for successful receipt of one good output message. Substitution yields equation (10), and the equivalent network is illustrated on the right side of Figure 2 . Observe that equation (10) is identical to equation (3). Equation (11) is the SDLC first frame equivalent of equation (10) . Equation (12) is the SDLC equivalent of equation (10) for frames other than frame 1. Observe that the numerator is the probabi 1 ity of a NAKJK acknowledgment which requests a retransmission of all remaining block frames including frame K of the original J frame block.
Equation (13) states that the open loop probability of a successful transmission (ACK) of a J frame block plus the summation of open loop probabilities from NAKJl through and including NAKJJ equals 1 in accordance with basic probability theory ( PS + PF = 1 ) • Note that the integer J denotes the number of frames which constitute an SDLC block of data. The number of frames per block for SDLC modulo 8 protocol may be set to any integer value from inclusive, by the user.
to 7, When the loop is closed and feedback applied, equation (14) states that for the closed loop condition, the probability of a successful transmission of a J frame block plus the summation of probabilities from NAKJ2 through and including NAKJJ equals 1 in accordance with basic probability theory.
Observe that in this equation NAKJl is incorporated in the closed loop equation by means of PSJl' which is defined in equation (11 ). .~ssumed val u1es of bit error rate, frame size and p robab i 'li ty of no timeout are as indica ted in the tables. The probability of successful transmission of a given frame is: SJ K = ( 1 -e )**b (15) whe1•e e is the bit error rate, K is the frame number, b the number of bits in the frame, J is the number of frames in the block, and the double asterisk denotes exponentiation. The algorithm dE!Velopment for the 3-frame SDLC block model will consist of two stages. The first stage will determine a set of variables which have a recognizable pattern and may be easily derived for blocks of larger· frame sizes such as the 7-frame SDLC block of this example, or the 127-frame SDLC modulo 128 block refer·enced earlier.
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These variables can then be readily applied to the final algorithms developed in the second stage. It is believed that this two-stage approach makes the analysis as well as the software cctdi ng more manageable for the 1 arger frame sizes encountered with both similar and different type protocols. It is emphasized that the values obtained in the stage 1 development are not all actual protocol values, but rather represent a convenient method to facilitate stage 2 algorithm development. Figure 4 illustrates the closed loop message flow for a 3-frame SOLC block. The equations for the open loop output/input transfer functions of the one, two and three frame block are derived from Table 1. Observe that in each case, equation (13) There are 7904 bits in the first frame, and 8248 bits in frames i? and 3 of this example.
The probab·i lity of a successful acknowledgment being received pl'ior to timeout is expressed as:
SA= PIH((l-e)**afb) (16) where PNT is the probability of no timeout occurring, and afb represents the number of bits contained in the ACK/NAK frame, 88 in this example.
The probability of an unsuccessful frame transmission is expressed as:
The probability of an unsuccessful ACK/NAK frame or a timeout is expressed as:
FA= l~SA"' 0.010870821
For any given J frame SDLC bloc!( model, only the first frame of the J frame block configuration will contain a different number of bytes than all of the other frames. For example, when considering the entire 3-frame block SDLC model of Figure 4 , only the first frame of the 3-frame block contains a different number of bytes (988 compared to 1031 in this example) than either of the other 2 blocks fllustrated. S31 and F31 of Tables 1 and 2 , for this reason, have different values than any other SJK's or FJK's of these tables. Table 1 illustrates the probability breakdown for all possible transmission event occurrences for a 3, 2 and 1 frame block, respectively. The total number of event occurrences for a block is 2** (J+l l, where J represents the number of frames per b 1 ock. Each of the individual event probabilities represents the combined product of each SJK, FJK, SA or FA associated with that event. The probability of a NAKJK in Table 1 for a given J frame block is the sum of the individual probabilities associated with the NAKJK consequences of the block size in question. The probability of a successful J frame block transmission plus the probability of an unsuccessful transmission (summation of NAKJK's) equals 1 according to equation (13), and basic probability theory.
The closed 1 oop output/input transfer functions are readily derived by di vi ding the open 1 oop output/ input transfer functions by the "feedback divisor" 1 (1-PNJl) for each J frame block per equations (11 1 and (12}. Accordingly, for this example:
Observe that PSl' = PS2'+PN22' PS3'+PN32'+PN33' = 1 per equation (14).
Equation ( 
Observe that equations (25) through (28) of Figure 4 are satisfied. Also, observe that 01 = PN22' = PN32', and that 02 = PN33'. This pattern appears to indicate the possibility of an inductive solution for larger frame blocks.
By substituting the appropriate probability equations of Table 2 and then replacing occurrences of FJK with (1-SJK), it can be demonstrated that:
THREE FRAME SDLC BLOCK MODEL DEVELOPMENT (Stage 2)
The OJK ( NAKJK) outputs of Figure 4 are each illustrated going to a single point. In reality, each output is split into two portions. One part goes to the output (OJ l of the block, and the other part goes to the same point as indicated in Figure  4 . Figure 5 illustrates the statistical message flow for a 3-frame sou: block with a "nominal" frame size of 1024 bytes. Observe, for example, that 032 results in a good first frame being transmitted to the output in the form of the 1 ower input to the 03 summing point, and the remaining two frames {NAK32) being retransmitted in the form of the input equation of the 2-frame block. The one-frame block, in this analysis, continues to retransmit NAKll messages until the output of this block equals the input to the block.
As illustrated in Figure 5 , the output message consists of the 03 output plus approximately 1/3 of the 032 output, plus approximately 2/3 of the 033 output, plus app1·oximately 2/3 of the Figure 4 (41 ). If all frames were the same size, rather than the differently sized frame of the SDLC block caused by greater first frame overhead but 1 ess first frame message content, then all occurrences of the word "approximately" in the last sentence would be replaced with "exactly". Table 2 illustrates the frame-by-frame breakdown at a byte and partial byte level of message transmission and retransmission due to NAKs. It is realized that frames will not be altered as indicated, nor will partial bytes be transmitted, but these values represent the statistical expected average values for a 1 arge message transmission of 1024 byte "nominal" frames in three frame blocks, and may, therefore, be utilized to determine large message throughput.
The same probability values are used as those of Table 1 .
Column 1 contains the frames per block which may vary from 3 to 1, i ncl usi ve. Column 2 contains the input message and overhead bytes for each of the frames in column 1. Note that the input to the 2-frame block consists of the 3-frame block NAK 2 output, and the input to the 1-frame blocks
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, 031 .X 033/3050 1031 X (033 + 022)/3050 consists of the :1-frame block NAK 3 output plus the ~~-frame block NAK 2 output.
Column 3 contains the probability equation plus the atctual probctbility value used to determine the message th1roughput. Column 4 cont<lins the consequence ()f the probability equation of column 3 lthich may be a good block or partial block tr·ansmission attempt resulting from a NAKJ2 or a
I~AK~I3.
In the case of a UAKJK, the remaining frame <>1· frames of the original block will be retransmitted H smaller blocks.
NAKJl's are not illustrated clire·ctly in Table 2 since they are accounted for in the feedback factors R3, R2, and Rl. The variable R '"as selected to represent Retransmission.
Observe that the value of RJ is obtained by utilizing ~~quati on ( 4 l of Figure 1 , where PF (probability of fai'lure) is PNJl, the probability of a NAKJl resulting fr·om a fai 1 ure to correctly transmit the first frame ~f a J-frame block, or the ACK frame.
Columns 5, 6 and 7 contain the frame 1, 2 and 3 message and overhead bytes received at the output for each of the applicable block transmission configurations.
Finally, the individual good frame su'!'s. of column ~· column 6 and column 7 equal the or1g1nally transm1tted message and overhead bytes for each of the respective frames.
SEVEN-FRAME SDLC BLOCK MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The SDLC 7-frame "stage 1" block model is illustrated in Figure 6 . The same values will be used in this example as in the previous example, namely: 
0.010870821
A program was coded on the HP-41 C to determine the output/input transfer functions and the 7 differently sized block output messages which produce the final correct total output message.
Inspection of the results confirms the inductive sol uti on pattern previously hypothesized, namely: 
After completing the original analysis, making runs, and plotting results, it was observed by examination of Figure 7 that a simple equation could be expressed to closely represent the optimum block size in bytes as a function of bit error rate for the example variables assumed, namely:
optimum block size= 351407/((e x 10**8}
where e is the bit. error rate; and, as before, the doub'l e asterisks denote exponentiation. This empirically derived equation is accurate to within less than 10% error for bit error rates between 10**(-8) and 10**(-5), inclusive. The errm· could be made essentially negligible at the expense of a more complex equc1tion. Figure 11 illustrates optimum block size as a function of bit error rate utilizing e~quati on (57). RESULTS rab·l es 3 and 4 i 11 ustrate various analytical results for both 3-and 7-frame SDLC modulo 8 transmission of a 1 0 megabyte message over a 56 KB Comsat channel. rhe results of the last 5 columns may be modified by the appropriate ratio to determine values for other message size:;.
Column l contains the frame numbers in the block transmitted or retransmitted. Column 2 contains the block size in bytes. Column 3 contains the total number of bytes per block required to be transmitted and retransmitted in order for the output message to exactly equa 1 the input message. These values may be obtained from the "GOOD BLOCK" data of EFFICIENCY= 28.22% {1) WAIT TIME EQUALS PROPAGATION DELAY +SERVICE TIME"' 800 MILLISECONDS CHANNEL RATE= 56 KB (2) INCLUDES 11 BY"rE ACK/NAK FRAME MESSAGE TRANSMISSION TIME BIT ERROR RATE = 10**(-5) PROBABILITY OF TIMEOUT= 0.01 (1) WAIT TIME EQUALS PROPAGATION DELAY+ SERVICE TIME= 800 MILLISECONDS CHANNEL RATE = 56 KB (2) INCLUDES 11 BYTE ACK/NAK FRAME MESSAGE TRANSMISSION TIME BIT ERROR RATE= 10**(-5) PROBABILITY OF TIMEOUT= 0.01 33ifJ example, equals the sum of the frame 2 and 3 message plus overhead bytes of Table 2 , 2 frames per block, "GOOD BLOCK" data divided by Sl2S22SA. Observe that the Retransmission factor R2 is not used in this detennination.
Alternatively, the 2-frame block value, for example, may be detennined by multiplying the total input to the 2 frames per block model by the two block retransmission factor, R2.
Column 4 contains the number of received message bytes per block. These values may be derived by using equations (38) to (41 l. and (49) to (56), after first replacing all occurrences of 988 and 1031 with 977 and 1024, respectively, to obtain message content without overhead. Observe that the column 4 total figure in both tables equals the original block message content. The difference between these values and the complete block size of column 2, row 1 represents overhead bytes of 11 bytes for the first frame and 7 bytes for additional frames in the block.
Column 5 contains the total bytes per block required to be transmitted in order for the complete 10 megabyte message received to exactly equal the message sent. These values are obtained by dividing the message size of 10 megabytes by the message content block size of 3025 bytes, and multiplying the results by the bytes transmitted per block values of column 3.
Column 6 contains the blocks transmitted per 10 megabyte message, and is obtained by dividing column 5 by column 2.
Column 7 contains the wait time, and is obtained by multiplying the column 6 values of blocks per message by the wait time per block. The wait time per block in these examples is BOO milliseconds, consisting of round-trip propagation delay plus mean service time.
Column 8 contains message (including ACKs and NAKs l transmission time detennined by adding the total ACK/NAK frame bytes of 11 times column 6 values to the transmitted message and overhead bytes of column 5, multiplying these values by 8 to convert bytes to bits, and dividing the results by the channel rate of 56000 bits per second.
Column 9 values are obtained by adding column B and column 7 values. The result is total time including "" ... Columns 4 through 9 are summed individually to produce total results for these columns. Efficiency is determined by dividing the time required to transmit the 10 megabyte message as one error free block without overhead by the estimated time determined. then multiplying by 100 to convert to percent.
;:: 
CONCILUSION
An optimum (in terms of throughput efficiency) SDLC modulo 8 block size exists for a given bit error r·ate. The expected message transmission time as a function of block size and bit error rate is increased with sma 11 nearly error-free b 1 ocks due to e·xtensive propagation delay in a Comsat application <:aused by the large quantity of blocks required to transmit the message.
On the other hand, as the block size is increased too much in an attempt to r·educe the propagation delay, excessive r·etransmissions are required due to more errors experienced with larger blocks. Substantial improvements in throughput efficiency may be realized by optimizing block size.
lhe results of this analysis are based on assumed r·andom bit errors rather than bursty occurrences of bit errors. Since the actual bit errors experienced \foli 11 be diff,~rent than those assumed in this study. and will in any event vary with time, it is suggested that the results of this report be used as tools to help select the optimum block size. 
